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ferentiate between blood clot and tissue; the appearance of a fetal sac, how to open it in a container of water, and how to recognize an embryo or fetus. The proper method of baptizing and burying fetal remains is then explained by the priest moderator, who shares the program and collaborates with the physician.

In any event, Catholics have a serious responsibility to follow the directives of the Church regarding burial. No attempt is being made to enjoin those who are not Catholics regarding burial of their offspring. However, the cooperation of non-Catholic physicians and hospitals is earnestly to be desired where Catholic patients are being treated. The personnel, even non-Catholic employees, in some of these hospitals frequently have misgivings concerning what they consider a ruthless disregard for a human being. Once this matter is tactfully called to the attention of hospital administrators, there is good reason to believe that Christian regard for the human person will include not only the fetal offspring of Catholic parents but of non-Catholic parents as well.

Many non-Catholics are instinctively in accord with the high regard for the burial of fetal offspring maintained by the Church. They realize that this tiny product of their union is their own flesh and blood. They are anxious, if it would be at all possible, to have their offspring baptized. For they also believe that baptism is necessary for the supernatural life of union with God in heaven. And it would be taking entirely too much for granted to conclude that they are not interested in providing decent burial.

In no small way the Catholic hospital can teach the correct moral procedure in this matter, first of all, by word in its training courses and staff meetings, and secondly, by example in its methods of practicing what it teaches. Particularly with the cooperation of its medical staff the Catholic hospital will be able to exercise an influence beyond the sphere of its service, if for no other reason than to prevent some of the heartaches and remorse of conscience which afflict many mothers whose fetal offspring went into an incinerator or commode.

Correct hospital procedure and good moral advice by physicians concerning the respect due even the remains of fetuses will be a challenging rebuke to some of the degrading materialistic practices common in our time. Catholic hospitals, Catholic physicians, and Catholic personnel in other hospitals working together in upholding the dignity of the human person even in its fetal form will give expression to our belief and hope that being buried as members of Christ's Mystical Body, we shall with Him one day also rise glorious and immortal from the dead.

Father Simon's interest in this subject is asserted because of his association as Director of Diocesan Cemeteries of Philadelphia. Dr. Quindlen is an Associate in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Temple University Medical Center.
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Mr. Taylor, a frequent contributor to the Rocky Mountain Medical Journal, was invited to address the Medical Staff of St. Joseph's Hospital, Denver, Colorado, at their annual meeting in January. We believe his remarks will interest all of our LINACRE QUARTERLY readers.

I T WOULD not be expected that a practicing attorney discuss medical questions. There are, however, legal concepts governing the relations of physician and patient that can be enumerated with profit.

Let us recall a few basic legal principles affecting the practice of medicine related to an ever timely problem—when does the word of the doctor or his silence help or injure his patient? We are not considering here the frequently and extensively treated question of medical secrecy—the doctor's ethical and legal obligation to his patient not to disclose to others information confided to him. Let us focus our attention on the problem arising from the practice of his profession with the help of speech or keeping silent.

Before the birth of Christ, the artful use of speech or its opposite—silence—and the proper amount of each challenged the physician. Publius Syrus, a Roman Advocate, when counseling physicians and others, set forth these maxims: "I have often regretted my speech; never my silence. Keep the golden mean between saying too much and too little." Conscious of such good counsel, most of our doctors strive to keep the golden mean. They strive to observe their professional ethics to neither exaggerate nor minimize the gravity of a patient's condition. They seek to assure themselves that their patients have such knowledge of their condition as will serve the best interests of the patient and his family. (Chapt. 2, Sec. 3—Prognosis, Principles of Medical Ethics, 1955 Edition)

Other doctors, however, have treated their patients behind the dark shield—"what they don't know won't hurt them" or "ignorance is bliss." This dark shield has been examined by the American Medical Association in an opinion-sampling survey and by others in several popular and professional articles. The A.M.A. survey reported that many people, 46 per cent of the laymen and 47 per cent of the medical profession, complained that most physicians are not frank enough with their patients. Last summer the U. S. News and World Report article titled "Should Doctors Tell All?" answered, "Doctors Should Tell
The question is asked, "Is there a legal duty to be frank with patients?" The legal answer, like most medical answers, is not an unqualified one. Doctors seek from lawyers an automatic rule of thumb legal prescription. At the same time, the doctor is conscious that a specific prescription to serve the patient's best interests is usually required in medicine.

The legal prescription or answer depends upon the facts in each case. The cases, however, divide into two groups. In the first group are the patients with a curable or controllable ailment. In the second group are the patients whose illness is fatal.

How does the doctor usually decide when the law requires him to speak and when to be silent? A review of our fundamental law will give a general guide and answer. Such a review can properly begin with our Declaration of Independence. It expresses the first and fundamental principles of our law. It is the beginning and source of medical law. The principles are found in these familiar words:

"We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the Governed. . . ."

The law imposes an obligation on the patient, once he has chosen his doctor, to give full information and a full opportunity to the doctor to treat the case. On the other hand, the law imposes on the physician a two-fold personal duty: (1) to explain to his patient the general purpose, extent, and risks, if any, of the prescribed treatment or operation, and (2) to be reasonably certain the patient understands and then freely consents. The law will find the physician breaching his duty if he obtains the patient's consent to treatment or operation by concealment or half-truths.

We see here the three key philosophical and ideological concepts—

First. All men are created and endowed by their Creator with inalienable rights.

Second. Man's right to life is Creator endowed.

Third. Consent is given to Government to secure this right to life.

These concepts indicate that physicians, like government, are to make secure man's right to life. And, like government, physicians derive their authority from man's consent. The doctor receives his authority, if any, from the patient's consent and desire to secure his inalienable rights. These rights are: to have life, to have necessary care, and to ask others to see to his welfare. These rights the patient receives directly from the Creator, not from another man, or a staff of men, nor from the State, nor from any political authority.

The right of the physician to treat requires the prior consent of the patient. Consent means with knowledge. The law imposes an obligation on the patient, once he has chosen his doctor, to give full information and a full opportunity to the doctor to treat the case. On the other hand, the law imposes on the physician a two-fold personal duty: (1) to explain to his patient the general purpose, extent, and risks, if any, of the prescribed treatment or operation, and (2) to be reasonably certain the patient understands and then freely consents. The law will find the physician breaching his duty if he obtains the patient's consent to treatment or operation by concealment or half-truths.
utmost good faith toward the patient. If the doctor knows he cannot accomplish a cure or that treatment adopted will probably be of no benefit or of little help, he must so advise the patient. (Logan v. Field, 75 Mo. app. 594.) In a recent case a doctor has been held liable to a patient for costly deception by holding out false hopes of recovery which induced the patient to undergo expensive treatments he should have known were useless.

The second group of cases involves speech and silence with the patient fatally ill. In abiding by medical staff constitutions and bylaws, the physician is bound to give his moribund patient every benefit possible. This obligation is summarized in the Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Hospitals.6 Directive 7 reads:

Everyone has the right and the duty to prepare for the solemn moment of death. Unless it is clear, therefore, that a dying patient is already well-prepared for death, as regards both temporal and spiritual affairs, it is the physician's duty to inform, or to have some responsible person impart this information.

Different words have been used by lawyers when they express what is summarized in this directive. Louis J. Regan, legal adviser to the California State Medical Society and frequent contributor to the American Medical Association Journal, in his booklet Malpractice and the Physician,7 says:

It is extremely doubtful that a physician has a therapeutic privilege to withhold a specific diagnosis from a patient who is sick with serious or fatal illness. To the contrary, the confidential relationship requires in ordinary circumstances that the physician make a frank and full disclosure of all the pertinent facts to any adult and mentally competent patient.

Hubert Winston Smith, M.D., LL.B., in his work on “Therapeutic Privilege to Withhold Specific Diagnosis” tells us:

There is another principle to be borne in mind from a legal point of view: in all such cases, the physician should make it a practice, wherever possible, to communicate the true facts immediately to near relatives. This will enable special arrangements to be made in respect to financial affairs, property matters or family dispositions, almost as effectually as if the individual himself knew the truth. Finally, it would seem that the attending physician, in late stages of such a malady, should do what he can to assure the patient of a chance to make a last will and testament and to have the solace and comfort of religious ministrations.

Again we are confronted with the practical question, how much speech and silence must be prescribed for a patient suffering from a fatal illness? The patient has a right to know the truth. All lawyers will agree that a doctor may not breach his duty to his patient through deceit or a lie. The doctor's duty to tell the patient of his critical condition so he can put his worldly and spiritual affairs in order does not require the doctor to disclose all of the diagnostic data in detail, nor to tell him the precise nature of his illness. A doctor may reasonably presume that a patient does not desire knowledge which would injure rather than help, but the doctor may not rely upon this presumption contrary to the patient's known desire for full knowledge.

Dr. Dwight Murray and many other physicians and surgeons believe that the vast majority of people have the emotional stability to take the shock of bad news. In their professional experience they have found that withholding information may cause the patient greater worry than knowledge of the truth. Dr. Lund tells us, "Almost always it does more good than harm to tell the patient who is in a hopeless situation the truth about his prospects. This must always be done gently, and perhaps indirectly." He further tells us that a question to the patient as to whether he would like to see his clergyman or to make his will is usually sufficient. Following such a suggestion, the patient often asks a direct question and is entitled to a direct answer.

A patient's knowledge of a fatal illness may depress him to a point of attempted suicide. However, Dr. Walter Alvarez of the Mayo Clinic reports, "In forty-odd years of practice I cannot remember anyone's committing suicide because I told him the hopeless truth. Instead, hundred of persons thanked me from their hearts and told me I have relieved their minds."